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GRAMMAR
A. Complete the sentences by putting the verbs in brackets into the Past Progressive.
1. wasn’t listening
2. was talking
3. were waiting
4. was living
5. was coming
6. were winning
7. were sitting
8. were you staying
9. wasn’t driving
10. wasn’t raining
11. were you doing
B. Describe what the people in the picture were doing when Rick came into the room. Use the correct verb
from the box in the Past Progressive.
1. was eating
2. were playing
3. was watching
4. was sitting
5. was writing
6. was brushing
7. was listening
8. was painting
C. Look at this information about Shirley and Kevin and complete the sentences about them, using the Past
Progressive or the Past Simple.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

was living
was studying
was doing
left /was working
met / was working
was working / met
was running
was running / married

D.1. Complete the passage with the simple past or past progressive forms of the verbs in the box.
(1) was driving (2) was singing (3) ran (4) crashed (5) got (6) was lying (7) was breathing (8) had (9) managed
(10) arrived (11) was examining (12) started (13) was trying (14) got (15) shook (16) disappeared
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D.2. Write T (True) or F (False) for the statements below.
1. ( T )
2. ( T )
3. ( F )
4. ( T )
5. ( F )
6. ( F )
7. ( T )
8. ( F )

E. Choose the correct option: When or While.
1. while
2. when
3. When
4. while
5. When
6. when
7. while
8. when/
9. while
F. Complete the sentences with Past Simple or Past Progressive.
1. was milking
2. was seeing
3. was listening
4. offered
5. were sleeping
6. was fixing
7. finished
8. came
G. Read the sentence and choose the right answer.
1. When I arrived home, my parents were eating dinner.
a) I found them at the dinner table.
2. When I rang the door bell, their dog started barking.
b) I rang the bell and then the dog started barking.
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3. When we walked into the conference room, the chairman was making his speech.
a) We missed the beginning of his speech.
4. It was raining when he took the dog for a walk.
a) The rain started before he went out with the dog.
5. The little girl cried when we offered to help her.
b)We offered to help the little girl and she started crying.
6. When the boat left the harbour, I felt very ill.
a) Outside the harbour, I became ill.
H. Complete passage below with the correct form of the verbs given in the box: Simple Past or Past
Progressive.
(1) was experiencing (2) arrived (3) attacked (4) was writing (5) declared (6) refused (7) captured
(8) kept (9) began (10) was growing/was becoming (11) were battling (12) formed (13) created (14) ended
(15) was growing/was becoming (16) led (17) died (18) were fighting (19) angered (20) arrested (21) killed
(22) put (23) gained (24) changed (25) inspired

I.1. Complete the story using the appropriate verb tense: Present Simple, Present Progressive, Past Simple, Past
Progressive, or Present Perfect for the verb in parentheses; some blanks have more than one possible answer.
(1) was going (go) (2) saw (3) was walking (walk) (4) haven’t seen (5) is going
(6) decided (7) was following (8) noticed (9) was wearing/wore (10) looked
(11) saw (12) had (13) continued (14) sat (15) placed (16) ordered (17) was running
(18) sat (19) spoke (20) are asking (21) does this man have (22) has served
(23) found (24) died (25) was dying (26) took (27) nursed (28) has followed
(29) keep (30) take (31) did you name (32) named (33) didn’t want (34) sounds
(35) brought (36) was drinking (37) began (38) have got/are getting (39) pulled
(40) dangled (41) pulled (42) began he (43) was doing (44) became
(45) came (46) has just told (47) picked (48) started (49) was holding (50) cried
I.2. Answer the questions about the story. Write full sentences.
1. This story takes place in the lovely city of Marseilles.
2. Because she was curious.
3. Jedediah has a very tall purple silk hat, a purple tuxedo, and tight purple velvet trousers.
4. They were going to a small café by the seaside.
5. He ordered a cappuccino.
6. She died twenty years before.
7. He had Felix for twenty years.
8. Because Jedediah didn’t want to name it Jedediah.
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9. Jedeidah fed a mall anchovy to Felix.
10. The manager of the café by the seaside said that Jedediah must leave.
J. Choose the correct adjective.
1. excited
2. surprised
3. interesting
4. tiring
5. surprised
6. bored
7. exciting
8. boring.
K. Complete each sentence using the correct word from the box. Use each word once.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

amusing
boring
interested
confusing
bored
amused
confused
surprising
surprised

L. Complete the replies in these dialogues using the correct word from the box.
1. A:
B: No, I was bored from the beginning to the end.
2. A:
B: No, it was rather disappointing.
3. A:
B: No, I was disappointed
4. A:
B: No, it’s very boring.
5. A:
B: No, I was very surprised.
6. A:
B: No, I’m completely confused.
7. A:
B: No, it was very surprising.
8. A:
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B: Yes, it was very disappointing.
9. A:
B: No, I think it’s very boring.
M. Rewrite the sentences using who, which, that and where. Use the second sentence as a relative clause.
1. The film which/that stars Keanu Reeves comes out in December.
2. Your friend Mike is going out with a beautiful girl who/that is my neighbor’s daughter.
3. Kevin is going to sell the house where he lived two years ago.
4. The doctor has given me some pills which/that will help me to overcome this bad cold.
5. The church where my best friend got married was built hundreds of years ago.
6. My parents have just rebuilt the house where my grandparents used to live.
7. I met a beautiful girl who/that asked me to give this letter this morning.
8. Where do you get those nice presents (which/that) you buy for your friends?
9. The boy (who/that/whom) the teacher shouted at began to cry.
10. Where are the eggs (which/that) I put in the fridge just an hour ago?
11. Let’s go somewhere where the children can run around and enjoy themselves.
N. Choose the correct option to complete the text.
1.
a. who
b. they

c. that

d. these

2.

a. much

b. very

c. any

d. a lot of

3.

a. However

b. So

c. Moreover

d. And

4.

a. which

b. what

c. who

d. when

5.

a. at

b. in

c. for

d. on

6.

a. But

b. For example

c. Because

d. Furthermore

7.

a. have to

b. should

c. doesn’t have to

d. shouldn’t

8.

a. some

b. ---

c. no

d. every

9.

a. some

b. more

c. any

d. many

10.

a. as

b. while

c. because of

d. so

11.

a. could

b. should

c. couldn’t

d. shouldn’t

VOCABULARY
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A. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.
INTERRAIL
1.

a. familiar

b. common

c. religious

d. extreme

2.

a. goal

b. advice

c. strength

d. target

3.

a. ancient

b. difficult

c. kind

d. well-planned

4.

a. trainers

b. artists

c. assistance

d. baggage

5.

a. relaxed

b. gentle

c. popular

d. proper

6.

a. especially

b. properly

c. easily

d. eventually

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct word. There is 1 extra.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

unbearable.
disappointed
exhausted & relieved
in charge of
unforgettable
Eyewitnesses
residents
Floods

C. Choose the correct verb in the sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

gathered
consists of
loaded
ordered
set off
managed
invents
burying

D. Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.
1. a. gentle

b. popular

2. a. eventually

b. especially

3. a. jump
4. a. mysteries

b. erupt
b. goals

c. smart

d. huge

c. particularly
c. escape
c. issues

d. completely

d. form
d. attitudes
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5. a. improve
6. a. challenges
7. a. fascinating

b. fix
b. tourists
b. peaceful

8. a. certain

b. flexible

9. a. returns

b. recommends

10. a. communities
11. a. suffering

b. officers
b. happening

c. recycle

d. reduce

c. properties

d. residents

c. significant

d. anxious

c. traditional

d. difficult

c. rejects

d. believes

c. guests

d. residents
c. causing

d. getting

READING
PART I : THE AMISH
A. Mark the statements true (T), false (F) or not mentioned (NM). Correct the false ones. Write full
sentences.
1. T F NM The first Amish group came to Pennsylvania in the 18th century.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
2. T F NM The Amish speak English at home.
They speak a dialect of German at home.
3. T F NM When an Amish person is ill, he/she can go and see a doctor.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
4. T F NM The Amish don’t do any sports.
They can play baseball.
5. T F NM Amish women have long hair.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
6. T F NM Amish women wear colourful clothes.
They wear clothes in one colour, usually blue.
7. T F NM The clothes of Amish men don’t have any buttons.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
8. T F NM Amish men cannot have beards until they get married.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
9. T F NM Amish girls usually get married when they are 18.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
10. T F NM All Amish teens go to high school.
Children leave school at 13 or 14 because the Amish don’t believe in higher education.
11. T F NM Amish women don’t work on the farms.
They help the men and boys on the farms.
B. Read the text again and answer the questions with complete sentences.
1. Because they have very strict rules, and they all follow these rules.
2. S/he has to leave the community.
3. Amish women make quilts during the winter months.
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PART II: INVENTION OF THE BAND-AID
A. The following sentences belong to the text. Read the text, choose a suitable sentence for each blank, and
write the letter on the line.
A. This, they thought, was a great future.

4

B. At the time, Earle was working as a cotton buyer for Johnson & Johnson.
C. Earle Dickon worked for the company until he retired in 1957.

3

5

D. Then, he cut the tape into strips. In the middle of each strip he attached a little square of gauze.

2

E. During the first week after she got married to Earle Dickson, she cut herself twice with the kitchen knife.

1

B. Read the text and fill in the blanks according to the information given in the text.
When they got married in 1927, Josephine Dickson’s (1) husband was working for (2) a company that
produced gauze and adhesive tape (called Johnson & Johnson). Josephine was not very careful when using knives
in the kitchen, so she (3) cut herself during the first week of their marriage. Unfortunately, things got worse, and
Josephine kept on having accidents while cooking. One day, her husband, Earle Dickson, prepared some (4) readymade bandages for his wife to put on when she cut herself. Thus, he (5) invented the Band-Aid. It was very practical
because you could (6) easily apply it only in seconds. The company started to produce and sell the J&J Band-Aids,
and rewarded Dickson by making (7) him the vice-president of Johnson & Johnson.
PART III: THE HISTORY OF POPSICLE
A. The paragraphs of the text are not in the correct order. Read and order them.
Correct order:
1. B
2. A
3. D
4. C
B. What do the following refer to?
A. Line 2, “them” means Epsicles
B. 1. Line 2 “which” means a mixture of some soda powder and water
2. Line 3 “it” means the mixture
3. Line 5 “it” means the whole frozen mass
C. Line 2, “It” means the Good Humor Ice Cream Company
D. Line 2, “did so” means renamed his invention the Popsicle
C. Read the text again and answer the questions with complete sentences.
1. The mixture froze with the stirring stick in it because the temperature dropped below zero.
2. Because he realized the potential of his business and his product.
3. He named it first Epperson icicle, then called the product Epsicles and finally renamed it the
Popsicle.
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4. The company replaced the original ingredients with all-natural flavors and also introduced
sugar-free and fat-free varieties of Popsicles. Today, there are over 30 different flavors of
Popsicles.
WRITING
B. Fill in the blanks with the given time expressions/phrases.
LONG NIGHT 1) while 2) until 3) Suddenly, 4) At first, 5) Then 6) later 7) As soon as 8) before 9) Finally
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